Humpty Dumpty had been sitting on the whiteboard watching everyone on the mat BUT…. One day when the children arrived at kindy only his legs and one arm were left!
We had a problem to solve!
What happened and how can we solve it?

“He went out and fell over and ‘runned’ back here.”
“He went for a walk and broke on a wall.”
“He walked to the library and fell off.”

We decided to find a wall that Humpty may have fallen from.

We found his head on one wall and his arm and body on another wall!!!
After applying emergency first aid, Humpty Dumpty returned to his place on the white board.

Well done everyone! We were able to put Humpty Dumpty together again!

Wow! Those children are better than the King’s men!

We decided to fix up our Humpty Dumpty with a band aide and made sure they were safe and sound on our kindy wall!

Another kindy problem solved!

What can really happen!